Brought to you by the Dorset section VMCC

Hello and welcome to issue six of LDN. Thank you for the nice comments, we’re
glad it’s keeping you mildly diverted in these difficult times. Greetings also to
the new subscribers, please feel free to tell your friends about us and perhaps
come and join us on one of our events once all this is over. And lastly, a huge
thank you to everybody that’s taking the time to send in articles and materials
for this, and future editions of LDN; without you none of this would be possible.
Grab a coffee, sit back and enjoy. Please stay safe and well
Paul Miles

First up, Betsy. I saw this photograph hanging at her home about two years ago.
It’s a fantastic moment in time and unlikely ever to be repeated. Can you
imagine English Heritage letting nasty, oily motorcyclists, let alone their nastier,
oilier bikes(!) anywhere near Stonehenge now? I mean, we wouldn’t want to
damage the stones that have survived 4000 years with our BSAs…

Stonehenge Section visits..............Stonehenge. By Betsy Barber.
In the late 80's when I was Madame Chairman of the Stonehenge Section the
committee decided it would be a good idea for local publicity to have a photo of
the Section taken at the stones. The photo could be circulated to the local press
and, as it happened, I had a good contact at the Salisbury Journal in the form of
Roger Elliott their staff photographer. We, myself and the late Commander
Francis Hay RN a committee member, approached the authorities to gain
permission to assemble a group of members and their bikes behind the barriers
but in front of the stones. After months of going back and forth we eventually
gained permission for the shoot which took place in the summer of 1990. The
result was the photo shown here and published in the Salisbury Journal along
with a write-up on the Section and its activities. How many faces do you
recognise in the photo? Answers from me in the next newsletter.......

Next, our secretary seemingly shares a hobby with millions of kids around the
world. Go to any McDonalds and as a thank you for buying one of their ‘Happy
meals’ you will also receive a free gift, invariably some worthless trinket. Paul W
endures the pain of Ariel ownership for seemingly the exact same reasons; why
else would you ride an Ariel unless people were going to bribe you to do so with
free stuff? (I was actually forced to drink tea from a colour-changing Ariel mug
when visiting; I’ll be sending him the therapist’s invoice- ed)

Never Look an Ariel Gift Horse in The Mouth
It started in February 2017 at the Shepton Mallet Bristol Motorcycle Show. A
year before, having lived in Sussex for the last 33 years, my wife and I finally said
goodbye to the South East and moved to Dorset. On the plus side, our kids didn’t
want to come with us and flew their wings (very good for them and good for us);
on the negative side, and to help with the move, I sold several bikes, including a
very nice 1935 Matchless Silver Hawk and
a 1930 Model F Black Ariel, more on the
Ariel below.
With house selling and buying out of the
way, I was on the lookout for a new bike
project, my first since 2012, so when I
spotted a small blackboard on one of the
Autojumble stalls advertising “1938 Ariel
VB project…enquire.”, I did just that and a
few days later, Pete Hawkins and I travelled to John Budgen’s premises in
Pulborough and returned with a V5C, frame, gearbox, engine and two incorrect
wheels.

The project had started. I already had a set of correct girder forks and wheel
hubs. Many other new cycle parts came from Draganfly and the Ariel Owners
Motorcycle Club (AOMCC).
Over the next three years, the project got put on hold several times as other
projects took precedence: the three Douglases, a 1939 Ariel 4G Square Four, an
Ariel Twin and a Black Ariel. And in an effort to keep up with Paul Miles, Ken
Druce and William Webb, the
project bike also morphed from a
side valve VB into a single port
overhead valve VH and is now
known as “Stella” --- I’ll let our
Chairman explain. The bike is
now finished and running but
I’ve not yet been able to ride it
due
to
the
Lockdown
restrictions.
But I’m digressing from my story.
The one item I failed to source in the UK was a front stand. In the past, I've
bought generic ones from Armours in Bournemouth but they no longer do them
and my usual Ariel supplier, Draganfly, was out of stock. As I’ve had some items
on “back order” with Drags for several years (really!), I decided to look
elsewhere and it was suggested that I try the Slovakia Ariel Klub.
So in June 2017, I visited their website (https://www.arielklub.sk/). It is a little
tricky to use as it is only in Slovak with no English option. However, if you run
this URL through Google Translate, you can navigate the translated site fairly
well and it is well worth the extra effort. They currently offer 450 parts spread
across 45 pages; there is a search option but it doesn’t seem to work too well,
probably because I don’t speak Slovak. Your best bet is to make a cup of coffee,
grab a Thyme after Time cake, sit back and go through all 45 pages, making a list
as you go. If you’re an Ariel fan, you won’t be disappointed (Oh really? -ed)

Having found the front stand on their website, there is
no cart / basket system but it is just a matter of
emailing Karol Burger with what you want and your
address. He then emails you back with total cost and
you pay either via PayPal or bank transfer. About a
week letter, you’ll get the goods you ordered….

…And some extra things that you didn’t order.
On this first order with them, I received a
fridge magnet. No big deal I thought, it was a
nice touch, although I noticed the quality was
higher than your average freebie fridge
magnet. It now sticks proudly to the side of
our fridge holding some irrelevant Lidl receipt.

Remember that 1930 Model F Black Ariel that I sold prior
to moving to Dorset? Well, that was a big mistake. I’ve
owned two of these Model F’s before and each time I’ve
regretted selling them; they are the only bikes I’ve ever
regretted selling. To correct this mistake, in January 2018,
I made a few enquiries via the AOMCC and, low-andbehold, the Treasurer was willing to part with his. A trip up
to Swindon to view it and a deal was done. It was running
and registered but very scruffy with dodgy electrics, 1950s
levers, etc., so I decided to strip it down and have all the
painting done, and bring it back to Ariel specs with correct
electrics (H52 headlamp etc), leather toolboxes, new cables, levers and
numerous other items. After all, this is my 3rd Model F and this one will NOT be
sold. For those not in the know, The “Black Ariels” are those made between 1926
and 1930; they were very advanced for their time and they’re a joy to ride (albeit
very slow and leaky-ed)

And guess what, this period is
what the Slovakia Ariel Klub
specialize in. They are the goto people for Black Ariel parts
and knowledge. So, in goes my
second, much larger order for
parts for the Model F. And a
few weeks later, the parts duly
arrive with another free gift. This time, a Black Ariel
Energy drink!
I had to place my 3rd order with them a few weeks later and this time, the free
gift was a mug.
My Black Ariel Model F was rebuilt a few weeks later and myself, Ken Druce and
Paul Miles took part in the 2018 Banbury Run. I was on my 1930 Model F, Ken
was riding Peter Batton’s 1929 Model F and Paul was on an inferior AJS SV
machine (say what now?-ed)

Following a very successful 2018 Banbury Run and numerous, excellent Dorset
and Wessex Section events during the summer of 2018, I liked the idea of
owning an earlier Black Ariel. I929
and 1930 are rather similar with their
modern (Paul Miles: American!)
styling and re-cycled oil, so 1929 was
out. 1927 had a poor frame design
which took Ariel 3 attempts to get
right, so that year was ruled out. In
the end, I posted an enquiry on the
Ariel Motorcycle Facebook Group in
June 2018, and the Secretary of the
Dutch Ariel Klub offered me an unrestored 1928 Model B (dead loss, 550cc SV)
at a very fair price. So, another deal was done and I had it delivered by Chas
Mortimer a few weeks later.
Between taking delivery in July 2018 and now, I’ve placed several orders for
parts with the Slovakia Ariel Klub in preparation for its eventual restoration start
date. With Lockdown, that time has arrived and work on the Model B has
started.

And with each order,
there were more
free gifts. In one
order, there was a
bottle of rosé wine
and a t-shirt.

In another, a rather
boring black mug. This
was
my
first
disappointment; until I
filled it with hot water
and it burst into life.

Another had an LED
torch and pack of
smaller gifts including
a
lighter,
bottle
opener, badge and
decal.
In summary, the Slovakia Ariel Klub are a great bunch of people to deal with and
their parts are second to none, both in terms of quality and price. More recently,
they’ve started making parts for the early 1930s Ariel Slopers and Cammy
Square Fours, which is great news.
Their gifts are always imaginative, and seem endless; only the Energy drink is
repeated but always in a different can.
Bottoms up!

After the shock and disappointment of reading about so many Ariel’s being
resurrected rather than being sensibly left to rot back into the soil, here’s
another fascinating article from our own Ian Clarke; cotton conquest sounds like
a tale from Virginia settlers in the 1700s, but apparently it’s a motorcycle.

The Cotton Conquest. By Ian Clarke.
When Villiers launched their new Starmaker engine in October 1962 several
smaller manufacturers including Cotton and DMW announced new models
utilising the engine which was been primarily designed as a scrambles unit.
However, the engine responded well to tuning and was soon producing 32 bhp,
a respectable figure for a 250 in 1962. Cotton built the first Telstar road race
machines in 1963 whilst DMW made their Hornet and even Greeves put the
Starmaker unit into their very first Silverstone's. Success came quickly to Cotton
when they provided a Telstar for Derek Minter to ride after he'd visited the
factory in 1962 to buy a trials bike to ride and maintain his fitness over the
winter. On its first outing at Mallory Park on the 31st March 1963 Derek Minter
finished second in the 250 race behind Mike Hailwood on a Ducati.
The Telstar was on a path of continual development encouraged by the success
of Minter and Bill Ivy who rode a machine sponsored by Frank Higley. Hard on
the heels of their continued success Cotton, in late 1964, listed a Starmaker
engined road bike which they named the Conquest. They soon saw its potential
as a production racer listing all the parts necessary to convert it for racing,
namely a 51⁄4 gallon fibreglass tank, clip ons, rear sets, rev counter, Dunlop alloy
rims and a racing seat. The seat came straight from the racer whilst the tank was
an extended Telstar tank, both items being made by Mitchenall Brothers (Avon)
in Durrington Walls, Wiltshire.
In order to homologate them for production racing at least 200 had to have been
manufactured but there was no way a low volume producer like Cotton could
achieve that figure honestly so (and I was told this first hand by their resident
frame builder Eric Lee many years later) they simply 'adjusted' their factory
records for trials, scrambles, road and race machines to be shown as Conquests
until they had 200 examples. The word is that they actually made and sold about
a tenth of that

My own involvement with the Conquest really began as a 18 year old in 1965.
At the time I was 'thrashing around' initially on my £30 D7 Bantam complete
with 'go faster' ace bars and then on my £25 Ariel 'Golden Arrow' bought for
that price complete with tired paintwork and a broken gearbox. I devoured the
motorcycle press every week and was really impressed with the performances
of Derek Minter, Peter Inchley, Dave Browning and Rod Scyver in production
racing. Much as I might have had the desire to buy a similar machine to theirs
and ride it on the road, as an apprentice on a little over £5 a week, buying a bike
with a price tag of £269 8s 0d (or £269.40 for younger readers) was completely
out of the question.
Cotton produced a leaflet for the Conquest in 1964 which I've copied verbatim
and it read as follows;
When Derek Minter started racing first we put a standard Starmaker engine into
his machine but with racing gears. The result was rather outstanding in view of
the fact that its original design was a scrambler. In view of the success of the
machine this year, as a road racer, the natural follow on was a road replica.

This we have now done and the result considering the fact that we only had
the exhaust system back from the platers on Friday, leads one to the

conclusion it has great possibilities. The low-down power is terrific, 65mph
in second gear.
Pat's impression (Pat Onions that is, co-owner of Cotton with Monty Denley)
is that it is a man’s bike although only 247cc. Two of the works lads have seen
the 80mph mark and we hope to go on from there. Although no roughness
is experienced we might come down a bit on compression ratios at a later
date. The electrics side is covered by a 7" front lamp, housing the ammeter
and a 120mph speedo head. The system is 12 volt and has two six-volt
batteries housed in a re-designed battery/toolbox under the dual seat. Rear
stop and tail and 12 volt horn.

The frame is based on the Continental layout, that is duplex down tubes etc. To
clear the modified exhaust the stand spring has been switched to the offside.
Heavier gauge tyres are fitted and to give an efficient brake the new 7" racing

hub has been used. The rear brake is kept at a standard 6" giving a total braking
area of 281⁄4 sq.inches.
Whilst the exhaust system is very efficient, and well in our opinion within noise
limits, we may find we are losing some top end power. To solve this we shall
make a slave machine and get Villiers to put it on the test bed to see how much
we are losing. The machine on the whole feels a potent bike. It lives up to its
characteristics, the power comes in with a bang. It is to quote the lads 'not the
type of machine to be able to admire the scenery'.
As regards to extras it has many possibilities:
The Villiers remote ignition system, immediately available.
Primary chaincase with provision for rev counter drive, Rev gearbox, cable,
head and bracket, immediately available.
Racing barrel and head, immediately available.
Racing gears, immediately available.
Full range of racing gears, immediately available.
Alloy Rims, immediately available.
We hope to modify the racing fairing to fit straight on, not immediately
available.
We have named
the new machine
the Conquest and
the retail price will
be £269. 8s. 0d
And this was
supposedly their
sales leaflet!
Whilst
I
progressed
and
bought Velocettes
and (aged 20
onwards) BMW's
the Conquest was
always on the
back burner, the
idea of owning one never completely went away. Then in the early '70's I saw an
advert for a Cotton Telstar rolling chassis for sale in MCN at £45 and bought it

thinking this could be the start of building a Conquest . The bike was minus its
Starmaker engine because the two lads who owned the Telstar were friendly
with Peter Inchley, at that time running Hi-Tec in Andover, and they wanted to
build a Villiers Special like the one Peter finished 3rd in the TT on. Basically a
Bultaco rolling chassis with a Starmaker engine. Anyhow, my Telstar languished
engineless for a couple of years until I had a phone call, out of the blue, from the
previous owners asking me if I wanted to buy the engine/gearbox and all the
other parts required to assemble the original bike. After a bit of haggling we
settled on £37.50 and I collected it, put it back together and then rode it in
several VMCC practice days held at Silverstone. Also during this time I built a
second 6 speed Telstar from bits. But I was no nearer getting the Conquest
although I had bought a couple of second hand 5&1⁄4 gallon tanks in
anticipation!
I'd also bought several Starmaker race engines as 'spares' when the going rate
for an engine/gearbox unit with electrics and 11⁄2in GP Carb was £35 -£60.
In 1979 Alan Cathcart and Dick Linton had the idea of starting a club for Classic
Racing Machines, the CRMC. I joined up on the opening night at Donnington Park
becoming member number 35. Bits of the CRMC were obviously modelled on
the VMCC as the club appointed a number of marque specialists. As, possibly,
the only member with two eligible Cotton race bikes I was asked to become
marque specialist and received details of members who'd registered their
Cotton's with the club. There were quite a few Telstar's but only one Conquest,
owned by a member in Maidenhead, a machine registered in 1964 with a frame
number EX3 and engine number P1700. In the early '80's an advert appeared in
MCN for a Conquest priced at £600 and giving a phone number in Maidenhead.
I was straight on the phone and bought the bike unseen. When I collected the
bike that weekend it came with a spare frame so, almost 20 years after I'd
decided I really wanted a Conquest I now had the possible makings of two!
The bike I'd bought was registered BFH 995B, a Gloucester registration number
and a 1964 bike. As the frame numbering is normally CQ followed by the year
and the number (commencing with CQ65/1 on the first built in 1965) and I had
EX3 which was outside the numbering scheme I thought I'd something a bit
special but I wasn't sure quite what. I did know that I hadn't got the
Minter/Inchley bike as that was registered in 1965 as EFH 565C.
I rebuilt the bike (to ride and not anywhere near concours) and used the bike in
CRMC events until I moved to the Isle of Man. Not long after returning to Dorset
in 1990 I had a visit from someone wanting to buy a Conquest and by this time I
had two, the original ex Maidenhead machine and another I'd completely built
from bits. He came with photos he'd taken at Brands Hatch in the mid 60's when

these machines had also left a lasting impression on him. There was a photo of
Rod Scyver taken when he'd already gone past and there it was, a clear picture
of the number plate, BFH 995B. Now I knew for certain I had the ex Dave
Browning, Rod Scyver, Roger Corbett machine so could research the events it
took part in.
This works prototype production race machine was entered into races by
Gloucester Motorcycles who were Cotton agents. The other (much more
successful) works machine, entered in events by Cotton themselves, was ridden
by Derek Minter and Peter Inchley who was at that time still a development
engineer at Villiers.
In its day BFH 995B took part in production races such as the Southampton MCC
Thruxton 500 miler held at Brands and Castle Coombe as well as Thruxton, the
Barcelona 24 hour race at Montjuic Park and the Alicante 6hr. In Spain the
regulations on carburettor's were relaxed and any carb was permissible, I
suspect to allow the Bultaco's, Montesa's and Ossa's to gain added performance.
Normally the Conquest was fitted with an 1 3/16 inch monoblock but for Spanish
events it had not only a full road race barrel and 13:1 compression head (good
lord!-ed) but also a 1 1/2 inch Amal GP with 'matchbox' remote float, in fact the
full Road Race specification. It was still on this set up when I bought it and
remains so to this day. In the early 90's I dismantled the bike and stored it in the
roof of my garage as I needed the floor space for other machines. Lots of BMW's
take up lots of space!
In 2014 I had a call from the Cotton Owners Club asking if I still owned the
Browning/Scyver/Corbett bike and if so would I ride it at Castle Coombe in 2015
where they were running a re-enactment of the 500 mile race 50 years on from
the original event which my bike took part in. The bike was in bits but I did
promise to do my best to get it back together. When I started assembly, it
became obvious that to do the machine justice it had to be done right this time.
First time round I'd simply screwed it together to make it safe to ride, now I
needed to restore it and give the bike the finish it deserved. It wasn't completed
in time for the Castle Coombe event, in fact it took me a further two years to
complete it but it's done now. All correct and as raced except for the original
deep valanced chrome mudguards which, to date, I've been unable to source.
So, if anyone out there has a pair........

Last, and most certainly least for this edition, the secretary asked me to relate
some of my early riding experiences as my start in motorbikes is perhaps a little
different to many Dorset section members as I didn’t grow up in the countryside
with access to barn finds or fields. I hope you enjoy it.

Forget the leather boys(or, how you eventually ended up lumbered with me as chairman)
Paul W, having read a couple of my posts referencing my teenage years on bikes,
has asked me to share a story or two. Like many a teenager in the 1970s, I rode
sports mopeds, which on the council estates of South London where I grew up,
meant a Fizzy. The Yamaha FS1E (Fizzy) transcended the vaguely rational
decisions one might have expected to make when deciding that two wheels was
the way forward. Effectively a rite of passage when turning sixteen; as essential
a part of growing up as your first cigarette, drink or love bite.
It started when I was about
fourteen, I used to go to a
school near Clapham Junction
that had an extremely long
drive up to the buildings. One
of the older kids was
occasionally taken in on the
back of this fantastic and
futuristic-looking bike, painted
like a funfair ride. That was my
first realisation that bikes
could be cool. Remember that
bit for later.

A few months passed and my elder sister returned from a modelling job in
America with a present for me; she was one of the first newspaper page three
’glamour’ girls and travelled a great deal. I was given a skateboard, which back
then had rarely been seen outside US movies. It was fair to say I wasn’t a natural

on the overgrown roller skate (I still bear the scars) and when a friend took a
shine to it and offered me ‘a motorbike’ as a straight swap it was an easy
decision. Not quite sixteen, I had suddenly become the proud owner of a 50cc
Garelli Rekord sports moped!
These days the Rekord is recognised as a VMCC eligible classic, but back then
the much-crashed, non-running hand painted blue bike looked anything but.
Love is blind, of course and I spent the next three days trying to start it. The 6v
battery was boosted using my dad’s 12v charger (charge until it fizzes) and I must
have kicked it over 4000 times, all to no avail.
Eventually, Dad took pity on me.
Although not a motorcyclist in any
literal sense, none of the estate parents
had any sort of two-wheeled history, he
had used a Mobylette for a while to get
to the bus depot when he’d been a
conductor (I still have his ticket
machine!) and knew the fundamentals
of the combustion engine. He removed
the cylinder head and barrel to reveal
the piston in all its glory, before asking
about ‘the rings’, whatever they were.
“why not give Terry a call and ask him?”
said he.

Speaking to my friend Terry he revealed that he’d ‘de-coked’ the bike and fitted
a new piston. When I asked about these elusive rings he replied, somewhat airily
‘they sent a set with the piston but were so big they hardly stayed in the grooves.
Silly sods must’ve sent the wrong size so I left them out. Bunch of idiots’. Well,
this idiot had been trying to start a bike with no compression for half the
summer holidays!
Dad wryly suggested I cycle round and pick up the rings from Terry to ‘see if he
could make them fit’ and within a few hours it was all put back together and just

about, sort of, worked. Riding the bike over the ‘wilderness’ (an old bomb site
on the undeveloped edge of the estate) was a steep learning curve and,
although the Garelli was knackered almost beyond redemption, it sowed the
seeds for the passion of a lifetime. It was sold for a tenner plus a Party Seven a
few weeks later; I knew what I wanted next.
My 16th birthday was fast approaching and needless to say, I craved a Fizzy.
Opening my presents gave no indication that it was going to happen anytime
soon and I received some red braces and a Marc Bolan LP. At lunchtime, dad
came home early and said to me there was surprise extra present and passed
me a wrapped square box. Inside was a blue Stadium project seven crash
helmet!
He told me I’d be needing a bike to go with that and we jumped on the bus to
Elite motors in Tooting, back then one of the largest motorcycle dealers in the
UK. I was beside myself with excitement. On reaching the dealer, he found a
salesman and told him it was my 16th birthday and that I wanted a moped. He
sized me up and down and uttered the immortal words “I’ve only got the purple
popsicles in stock”. There was no suggestion that a spotty kid from the estates
would want to ride anything other than an FS1E and it was common knowledge
the purple ones were the fastest, anyway.
My father signed the HP
guarantor papers with stern
warnings that he’d go to
prison if I didn’t make my
contributions
to
the
payments. I had a weekend
job
working
on
a
greengrocer’s stall in the
market and was relatively
cash rich. What I couldn’t
afford to pay my father made
up the difference; god bless
you dad. Three days later I got
the bus down to the Elites, but rode home on my Fizzy; one of the best days of
my life.

Things changed very quickly from then on. Long standing friendships were
broken and re-formed once you got your bike. Younger mates, still on bicycles,
were dropped like hot potatoes and (slightly) older friends who’d abandoned
you weeks or months earlier welcomed you back like a long-lost family member.
You were either a ‘Fizzy boy’ or you weren’t, there were no grey areas.
A group of between six and about a dozen of us began riding out, looking for
excuses to go, well, anywhere really. A favourite short ride was down the
Kingston by pass, descending a long and straight ‘top speed run’ hill that passed
the KLG spark plug factory (now an Asda). We’d stop there for a fag and boast
about how fast our bikes were“I had 65” (45)
“I had 67” (45)
“Well I saw 72” (45)
And so on.
Then it was on to the Tolworth bowling alley for some chips and the, invariably
forlorn, hope of chatting up some girls who might like heroic Fizzy-riding
teenage boys.
The rides became longer and ‘Brighton for chips’ morphed into a riding
adjective. By now, we’d really been bitten by the bug, and although we wanted
bigger, faster bikes of course, owning a 250 would have meant leaving your
friends behind again, something we preferred not to think about. Box Hill, the
legendary home of Surrey biking, became the usual evening destination, a round
trip of about 45 miles. Slowly but surely, our Fizzies were being modified, usually
to make them faster (we hoped), but sometimes through necessity. We crashed;
a lot.
Turning old pushbike handlebars upside down was a firm favourite, to reduce
wind resistance and with feet resting on the pillion footrests an extra 2mph
could be squeezed out. Mirrors were ditched or smashed, as were indicators.

Regulations at the time
insisted that mopeds be
capable
of
being
pedalled like a bicycle.
Doubtless
the
government
mandarins that dreamed
that up envisaged a
Mobylette
style
of
machine, the sort of
thing my dad once rode.
Of course, the Japanese
factories knew what we
really wanted!
The footrests were
locked into place but
could be rotated and
used as pedals. Thus
engaged, one turn of the
pedals
moved
the
wheels about a quarter
of a turn;
they were hopelessly
under geared and there
for legal reasons only.
We’d occasionally have pedalling races over about 100 yards with the loser
buying the chips. Being small, I usually lost, but equally my relative lack of mass
meant my bike was faster!

Attempts at tuning were usually limited to a combination of the following:
• Adding or subtracting head and base gaskets, to move the exhaust ports
up or down and to increase compression. We had no idea really and it
wasn’t uncommon to see somebody trial 8 or 10 base gaskets and no
cylinder head gasket!
• Removing the exhaust baffle. It always sounded faster, at least!
• Removing the air filter and ‘lifting the needle’. Again, we had no clue.
Usually these modifications resulted a loss of performance or a holed piston. On
the bright side, we could strip our motors at the side of the road in about 30
minutes. One lad turned up from a neighbouring estate and his Fizzy was at least
20mph faster than ours and capable of tremendous wheelies. After much
deflection he eventually confessed that the engine had come from the larger
commuter bike, the YB100! A straight fit, we’d never spotted the similarities.
Suffice to say, over the following months a number of old dodders came down
to an empty space where their ride-to-work YB100 had been parked the night
before, never to be seen again. My estate was rough, and my dad would have
killed me if I’d stolen something, but lots of the lads did.
Other modifications were more cosmetic, designed to make our bikes look
cooler. Day-Glo orange headlamp covers, usually with a smiley face picture,
were obligatory and fitting a saddle from a Raleigh Chopper wasn’t unknown
either (something else that started getting stolen all of a sudden). One lad was
a plumbing apprentice and turned up one evening with a backrest made from
copper pipe. Complete with flattened pipe turned into scrollwork, it was quite
the sight and must have been 4 feet high! Needless to say, as learners we
weren’t allowed to carry passengers (legally) and the backrest was for
decoration only. Once three of us had piled onto his bike and wheelied it the
copper pipe bent back and we all fell off. Looking at his mangled backrest and
battered bike, his first comment was “crap, I knew I should have used ¾” tube”.
Any oil could, and was, used. Stories abounded about mysterious performance
two stroke oils, usually from America; anything good came had to come from
the USA back then. Someone’s brother down the pub (aka the tea stall on
Chelsea Bridge, we were 16 remember) mentioned that Kel Carruthers won the
Daytona 200 using vegetable oil (he hadn’t, of course). What we all now

recognise as Castrol R30, a castor oil, was re-imagined by the Fizzy boys as
cooking oil. I think I used Mazola. My bike, and by extrapolation me, smelt like a
chip shop for about a fortnight until the experiment was abandoned.

Tyres weren’t exempt from our tinkering, either. Somebody, possibly the
brother who ‘knew’ about the two stroke oil racers were using, found out
(guessed) that racing motorcycles ran on extremely high tyre pressures in order
to ‘reduce rolling resistance’. When you’re sixteen and desperate for speed in
all its myriad forms, resistance became futile and so we began to inflate our
tyres to unimaginable pressures. The airline at the local garage would put
around 60psi into them before cutting out and I vaguely recall one of us trying
the line at the local truck tyre fitters, resulting in a burst tube! I remember an
elderly neighbour gazing at our foot-pump antics, calling us idiots and muttering
about National service as we jumped up and down outside the flats trying to
squeeze in those last few puffs of air. It probably ruined the ride and the
handling, but I really can’t recall any great differences in either road-holding or
speed, being completely honest.

I had the best of times on my
Fizzy, how could I not? We were
elite from the kids still stuck
riding bicycles and enjoying our
first taste of true freedom;
something only a motorbike can
do. We thought those days
would never end, but they did the moment we
turned
seventeen. Forget the leather
Boys…we were the Fizzy Boys!

If you wish, I can continue my story with the 250 days and passing my test. Or,
send in more articles so you don’t have to read any more!

We’ll leave you with a little picture
quiz. What on earth is this from? Is
it a bird, is it a plane etc…
Answer next week!

Stay well, keep safe, see you next week. Paul Miles

